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OpenSeesMP is specifically developed for HPC. 

Pros: 
- Ideal for very large models and parametric studies;
- More control on the parallelization process;

Cons: 
- Additional script needed for parametric analysis; 
- It goes into the queue.

Why OpenSeesMP?



OpenSeesMP: The Multiple Parallel OpenSees Interpreter
In case of large models, it works like OpenSeesSP.

Graphics by McKenna

The main Processor (P0) 
interprets the script to 
build the model and to 
construct the analysis. 

Other processors 
(P1, P2, P3) are 
running sub-domains 
of the model. 



OpenSeesMP: The Multiple Parallel OpenSees Interpreter

In case of parametric analysis, this interpreter runs in parallel several slightly 
modified version of the basic OpenSees interpreter. Each of them runs an 
independent analysis and provides:

- the total Number of Processors available (np);

- Its unique Processor ID number (pid). 

…Analysis Solution
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For large model, changes to the scripts include: 

- Change how degrees-of-freedom are numbered (Numberer Command) to 
one of the following:

Ø numberer ParallelPlain; 
Ø numberer ParallelRCM.

- Change the System of Equation and the Solver (System Command) to one 
of the following:

Ø system ParallelProfileSPD;
Ø system Mumps;
Ø system Petsc.  

OpenSeesMP: How to modify the script



In order to allow each running process to determine the processor it is running on, 
the number of processors that the user started and to allow the inter-process 
communications, the following additional commands are provided: 
- getNP: returns the total number of processors assigned to the user for the job;
- getPID: returns a unique processor number ranging between 0 and ($getNP-1);  
- send –pid $pid $data: to send the data from a local process to a process 

whose process id is given by the variable pid. Pid must be in the range 0 to 
[expr[getNP]-1]; 

- recv –pid $pid variableName: to receive data from a remote process and set 
the variable named variableName to be equal to that data. Pid must be set 
{0,..[expr [getNP] -1, ANY}. If the value of $pid is ANY, the process can receive 
data from any process;

- barrier: causes all processes to wait until all process reach this point in the 
code.

Using these commands it is possible for the user to perform their own domain 
decomposition analysis. The getNP and getPID commands allow the user to 
specify which nodes and elements are created on which processor. 

OpenSeesMP: New Commands



OpenSeesMP: Additional tcl script for parametric studies
set pid [getPID] # obtains the Processor ID
set np [getNP] # obtains the number of processors
set par_list [open ”variable_list.txt" r] # defines the list of variables



OpenSeesMP: Additional tcl script for parametric studies
set pid [getPID] # obtains the Processor ID
set np [getNP] # obtains the number of processors
set par_list [open ”variable_list.txt" r] # defines the list of variables
set countP 0 # initiates a count to split the analyses

foreach val [split [read $par_list] \n] { # loops through the variables

if {[expr $countP % $np] == $pid} { # assigns each analysis to one 
processor

set valuesList [split $val "/"] # reads one value of the variable 
set grade [lindex $valuesList end] # assigns the value to the variable  
source Sequential_script.tcl # calls the sequential script
wipe # cleans the workspace
}

incr countP 1 # increases the count to move to the 
next analysis

}



Effective Site Response Analysis
(http://opensees.berkeley.edu/wiki/index.php/Effective_Stress_Site_Response_Analysis_of_a_Layere
d_Soil_Column)

Problem: effective stress site response 
analysis of a layered deposit of 
cohesionless soil underlain by an elastic 
half-space.

Model: A single column of soil is modeled in 
2D (with periodic boundary conditions to 
emulate a 1D analysis) and is subject to an 
earthquake excitation. Nine node 
quadrilateral elements with both 
displacement and pore pressure degrees of 
freedom enable the model to track changes 
in pore pressure and effective stress during 
the earthquake excitation. A Lysmer-
Kuhlemeyer (1969) dashpot is utilized to 
account for the finite rigidity of the 
underlying elastic medium.

Parametric analysis with OpenSeesMP
using three different input motions 

Dense Sand

Loose Sand

Elastic Halfspace (Bedrock)

2m

8m
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Additional files for 
the parallel 
analysis!!!

OpenSeesMP analysis: additional files needed
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OpenSeesMP analysis: Run the analysis 



OpenSeesMP analysis: Run the analysis 

Each Node assigns 
to the job 64 cores!



OpenSeesMP analysis: Run the analysis 

Each Node assigns 
to the job 64 cores!



OpenSeesMP analysis: Check job status



OpenSeesMP analysis: Check job result



OpenSeesMP analysis: Check job result



- Work on the Cloud using the tools available on DesignSafe (Data 
Processing Tab):

- Jupyter Notebook;
- Matlab. 

- Download all the output and post-process data locally.

Post-processing alternatives
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Post-processing alternatives: Jupyter Notebook



Post-processing alternatives: Jupyter Notebook –
OpenSeesMP (Community Data/Workspace Applications Examples / OpenSees/ 
freeFieldEffectiveJupyter_postprocessing_parallel.ipynb)
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Post-processing alternatives: Matlab

You have to 
submit a ticket 
to activate your 
license on 
DesignSafe



Recommended for 
standard post-
processing analyses.  

Post-processing alternatives: Matlab

Run an interactive MATLAB 2017b session on 
Stampede2.

Run an interactive Matlab 2016a 
session on a virtual machine. Work 
directly on your files rather than 
needing to copy them to and from 
Stampede.
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Post-processing alternatives: Matlab –
OpenSeesMP (Community Data/Workspace Applications Examples / OpenSees/ 
OpenSeesMP /PostProcessing_matlab_parallel.m )



Post-processing alternatives: Matlab –
OpenSeesMP (Community Data/Workspace Applications Examples / OpenSees/ 
OpenSeesMP /PostProcessing_matlab_parallel.m )
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